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VIEWPOINTS 
 

 2ND
 QUARTER 2021                               ADVISORY NEWSLETTER  

 

MARKET COMMENTARY                                     FREDRIC W. WILLIAMS 
 

Possibly Time to Reef The Main?… 
 

    “Riders on the storm 

      Riders on the storm 

      Into this house, we’re born 

      Into this world, we’re thrown 

      Like a dog without a bone 

      An actor out on loan 

      Riders on the storm”  
 

It’s likely not a stretch to say the last 18 months has resembled a global “storm” from a 

variety of perspectives, so on the 50th anniversary of Jim Morrison’s passing in Paris, it 

seems somewhat apropos to channel one of The Doors songs while contemplating the 

connection, or lack thereof, between the equity markets and the broader economy. In a year 

which may have veins of “irrational exuberance” coursing through the capital markets, one 

might wonder what underpinnings are beneath the stock market’s ongoing run as parts of the 

world begin, hopefully, to slowly emerge from the clouds from Covid. Only hindsight will 

tell us if the markets have been on their own personal magic carpet ride, but a number of 

savvy capital market strategists have raised warning flags in the face of the speculative juices 

that have thus far this year captured the financial headlines. 
 

As we’ve discussed previously, this year’s so-called “meme stocks”, where fundamental 

analysis and valuations take a backseat to social media-driven sentiment and popularity 

conversations (somewhat reminiscent of the “investing tips” provided by your cab drivers 

during the dot-com era 20 years ago), may be the poster child for how the pandemic-induced 

lock-down created another temporary trading frenzy: 
 

“Some have described the resultant shifts in what represent the “shiny new objects” 

among the meme stocks as a game of hot potato, or musical chairs, or cat-and-mouse, or pin 

the tail on the donkey. (Is there something to be said about those all being games children 

play?) We don’t cover any of these stocks, but do suggest that investors take great care if   
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they’re tempted to succumb to the themes of FOMO (fear of missing out) and HODL (hold on 

for dear life) with regard to meme stocks and other speculative hot pockets of the market.” 

- Liz Ann Sonders, Charles Schwab & Co 
Chief Investment Strategist 

  

With the markets becoming less binary over the short term, as they continue higher with 

demand outstripping supply, the lines between investing and speculating have become less 

distinct in the apparent absence of risk. The belief that the market only moves in one 

direction has minted a number newly self-proclaimed market gurus – something that should 

harken back to the old market adage about not confusing genius with a bull market. 

 

As such, investors should be clear as to what they’re doing, lest they unknowingly assume 

excessive capital risk given their goals and expectations, so we’ll lean on Ben Inker from 

GMO (Jeremy Grantham’s eponymous asset management firm) for some clarity.  

 

First his definitions: 

 
➢ Investment: The deployment of capital to perform an economic service for which a 

rational counterparty should be willing to pay. 

➢ Speculation: The deployment of capital to achieve an expected gain based on an 

investor’s predication of how future prices will differ from the market’s 

expectations. 

 

Based on these, his observations as outlined in GMO’s Q1 2021 Quarterly Letter: 

 
“First, while the lines between investment and speculation can be blurry at times, the 

two are quite distinct activities from a theoretical perspective.  

Second, speculation is a much more entertaining activity than investing; 

unfortunately, when the financial markets are capturing the attention of the broader public it 

is generally a sign that either the market is crashing or that the attention is being grabbed by 

speculation, not investment.  

Third, speculative episodes tend to end badly because the goals of speculators are 

usually unsupportable by the underlying fundamentals of assets.  

And fourth, that bad end is particularly likely to occur in markets like the stock 

market, because enterprising capitalists are very good at creating the types of securities that 

speculators crave. Because maintaining a speculative bubble requires keeping demand 

perpetually in excess of supply, a growing supply of speculative assets makes the levitation 

act ever harder to maintain.”  

 

To be clear, not all segments of the capital markets have the current valuation extremes of the 

growth sector, nor the ongoing frothiness and volatility of the IPO/SPAC/crypto 

currency/meme stock space – we just think pragmatic investors might want to trim their 

mainsail exposure a bit in those areas at this point. And although a market drawdown could 

be exacerbated in those sectors, there are other market segments like value, global dividend 

and emerging markets where the fundamentals are far more reasonable and could offer 

relative shelter from any potential passing storm.  
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One such example: 

 
“Yet, the near-term case for relative outperformance by Europe now is the strongest 

in years. A post pandemic rebound could be followed by a new era of policy support for the 

Old World’s economy, creating near-ideal conditions for its equity markets. 

“Investors feeling valuation vertigo can also find cheaper stocks in Europe, where 

indexes trade at marked discounts to their American peers. The pan-Europe Stoxx Europe 

600 fetches 16.5 times 2022 estimated earnings, versus the S&P 500’s price/earnings 

multiple of 20.4.” 

- N. Jasinski, Barron’s 7/2/21 

 

So, as we’ve written in the past, we still think there’s a place for identifying reasonable 

valuations and using fundamental analysis in a disciplined, and longer term, investment 

process. We don’t, however, believe that either FOMO, or HODL, are practical investment 

(nor life) strategies for prudent investors focused on their macro financial goals and 

objectives. 
 

CAPITAL MARKETS OVERVIEW_____________________                      ___________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Domestic and Global Market Recap…                      FRANCIS J. DAVIES, III 

 

"Prices like that that have moved up really quickly because of shortages and the bottlenecks 

and the like, they should stop going up, and at some point, in some cases, should actually go 

down," Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell  

The second quarter of 2021 saw the continued advance in global equities, with US growth 

stocks again closing at record highs. The story continues to be COVID-19. According to the 

CDC, more than half of the U.S. population has now received at least one dose of 

Index Returns    

Equities 
Percentage Change 

for the 2nd Quarter 

Percentage Change 

for the Year 

Annualized 10-Year 

Returns 

S&P 500 8.55% 15.25% 14.84% 

Bloomberg Commodity 

Index 12.78% 20.25% -3.60% 

MSCI EAFE* 5.17% 8.83% 5.89% 

MSCI Emerging Markets* 5.05% 7.45% 4.28% 

FTSE NAREIT Equity 

REIT Index 12.02% 21.96% 9.41% 

Fixed Income    
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 

Aggregate Bond 1.83% -1.60% 3.39% 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 
Treasury Inflation-Linked 

Bond 3.25% 1.73% 3.40% 
 

Source: BlackRock, Bloomberg, FTSE™, NAREIT®. 

*Returns are calculated with net dividends in USD 
 

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual performance of any investment. Index performance returns 

do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
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coronavirus vaccine. US businesses have benefitted from the increased demand from a public 

eager to get back to normal. Unfortunately for the areas of the US with low vaccination rates, 

the delta variant has arrived, and it is 50% more contagious than the alphavirus. Those areas 

tend to be more desolate and rural, lessening the impact on the US economy. New England 

has little to worry about with a vaccination rate over 60%. Many countries have limited 

access to the vaccine and are undergoing a very different experience.  

In the US, the S&P 500 gained 8.5% in the quarter, closing at 4,297.50, the 34th record close 

of 2021. The strength was widespread with 10 of 11 sectors advancing in the quarter. This 

rally has come a long way. The S&P 500 has produced a total return of 40.8% for the trailing 

12 months, 18.7% per year for the last 3 years, 17.6% per year for the last 5 years and 14.8% 

per year for the last 10 years. NASDAQ did even better, rising 13%. Large-cap stocks 

outperformed small-caps in a move away from riskier equities.  

Eurozone stocks participated in the second quarter rally with the FTSE gaining 5.7% on a 

strong earnings season. The continent began to ease COVID-19 restrictions, but the recent 

emergence of the delta variant has confused the situation. Euro economic data was 

rebounding in Q2 with June PMI hitting 59.2, the strongest it has been since June of 2006. As 

with US economic numbers, we will have to wait to find out if this is sustainable or just the 

rush as the cork is popped.    

The UK market had a decent quarter but lagged in June as COVID-19 infection rates rose. 

Companies that had risen on reopening hopes, particularly travel and leisure and retailers, 

gave back most of their gains after a delay in lifting more restrictions. Japanese markets also 

struggled as stubborn growth in COVID-19 infections has the country in a state of 

emergency. The rescheduled Tokyo Olympic Games are due to begin July 23, unfortunately 

without any spectators, reversing the plan to allow locals to attend. 

Reversing first quarter weakness, US government bonds rallied, and yields declined, with the 

10-year dropping from 1.74% to 1.47%. Inflation was clear in several economic measures, 

some at 10-year highs. For now, the Fed deems this ‘transitory’, however, the tone of the 

June policy meeting reflected caution. The central bankers implied that rates may rise in 

2023, earlier than previously projected. European debt saw a slight increase in yield, the UK 

a slight decrease. Corporate paper had an even better quarter with investment grade 

outpacing high yield. Longer duration outperformed shorter term bonds, an indication that 

the bond market feels any inflation is temporary.              

Commodities had a healthy return in the second quarter with the Bloomberg Commodity 

Index rising over 12%, beating the S&P 500. Strong demand for oil and refined products 

pushed crude prices up 27% for the quarter, its year to date return at 51%. Housing prices 

continued to soar. The median existing home sale price was over $350,000, nearly 24% 

higher than a year ago, according to the National Association of Realtors.  

When Chairman Powell described “shortages and bottlenecks” in the quote above, he was 

looking specifically at the supply of lumber. Lumber prices have been on a well-documented 

roller-coaster ride, more than quadrupling between April 2020 and May 2021, peaking at 
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$1,670 per thousand board feet. Since then, as sawmills have reopened and demand tapered 

off, the price has dropped to roughly $600 per thousand board feet, still up 70% from April 

2020, but down 65% from the peak.  

With all assets priced for perfection, inflation and therefore interest rates, need to stay low. 

The worry is low rates lead to inflation particularly through easy credit fueling the housing 

bubble. We saw this in the subprime disaster, but credit standards for mortgages are 

significantly stricter today. You see very few teaser rate, balloon, or subprime mortgages on 

the market. The combination of trillions in pandemic stimulus, zero percent interest rates and 

the Fed’s QE program is unprecedented, so it is impossible to know the ultimate result. 

Economic and pandemic risks remain, so we will remain alert and stay committed to our 

long-term investment plan. 

Sector Highlights…                           RICHARD “CHIP” HARLOW 
 

US stocks continued their upward trend, rising once again for the quarter, climbing 8.5%. 

Every sector was once again positive with Real Estate topping the sectors with a 13.1% 

increase during the quarter. All sectors were positive for the quarter with the exception of 

Utilities which was down by less than a percent and all sectors are positive for the first six 

months. Value is still outperforming Growth on a year-to-date basis, with small value doing 

the best. Leadership among the sectors has remained similar to last quarter, with those sectors 

hit hardest during pandemic rebounding significantly during this stage of the recovery. 

Eventually leadership will be driven by the “winners” of the 1.9 Trillion American Rescue 

Plan and the return back to “normal”.  

 

Real Estate 

The Real Estate sector is primarily composed of Specialty REITs, such as movie theaters, 

casinos, and farmland. Residential, Industrial and Healthcare REITs round out the top four 

subsectors to comprise close to 75% of the entire sector. Real Estate was the leading sector 

during the second quarter, gaining 13.1%, and also placing it in the top 3 on a YTD basis 

with a 23.3% return. Many of these REITs got clobbered during the pandemic and so this 

rebound is somewhat expected. Valuations on select REITs are still good and REITs with 

healthy balance sheets should continue to do well as the recovery continues. 

 

Technology 

Technology stocks rebounded during the second quarter after a lackluster first quarter. They 

gained 11.6% during the second quarter, just behind Real Estate. On a year-to-date basis, 

they are still behind most sectors. The Semiconductor subsector has had an oversized 

influence on the Tech sector as we recover from the pandemic. Pre-pandemic, there was a 

down-turn in semiconductor manufacturing due to the US-China trade war. Then the 

pandemic hit and that led to severe cutbacks in purchasing and then supply. Now there is a 

boom in demand, due to the pandemic recovery, as well as the accelerated digitization of the 

economy for the chips that power cloud computing, 5G smartphones, artificial intelligence, 

laptops, and the Internet of Things.  This increased demand has caused a global chip shortage 

which has impacted many different sectors, (the auto industry specifically comes to mind). 

The chip shortage has drawn interest on Capitol Hill and an aid package to help domestic 

semiconductor manufacturing may be on the horizon. Increasing manufacturing capacity will 
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help other companies.  Select technology stocks should continue to perform well, although 

the sector can be highly volatile at times.  

 

Energy 

Energy stocks continued their performance adding on 11.3% during the second quarter, 

making their YTD performance of 45.6% the best among all sectors. The primary factor for 

the performance appears to be pandemic recovery and associated increased demand. People 

are getting out and about, flying places and driving as well. Tourism traffic here in Maine is 

up significantly although the rainy July 4th dampened that traffic to some extent. While 

energy has had its best first half ever, there is still more room to run. On a five-year basis 

Energy is still negative while the S&P500 is up almost 100%! 

 

PLANNING CONCEPTS         ____________________________ Ben Daigle & Jake Kenyon _ 

Budgeting and Cash Flow Tips              Jake Kenyon, CFP® 

For most people the thought of creating a “budget” will send chills down their spine and 

cause the hair on the backs of their neck to stand up. People have tried to create a budget at 

one point or another in their lives, but somehow the routine always seems to fizzle out. It’s 

like the perennial New Year’s resolution of getting in shape and joining a gym only to reach 

February 1st and find you’ve stopped going. Budgeting is time consuming and takes diligence 

to stay on top of month in and month out. Sure, there are software programs available that 

pull data from your bank statements and categorize your expenses, but how do you know if 

you should be spending $200 a month on restaurants or $150? Here are some tips on 

budgeting, but more importantly how to capture cash flow each month and put that money to 

work.  

The budget that we recommend is the 50-30-20 model. This “rule of thumb” budget sets a 

great baseline for how you spend your income by categorizing your expenses and savings 

into three buckets.   

• The 50% bucket is for your fixed expenses. These expenses are things that you 

cannot live without and almost always reoccur in a similar monthly amount. 

Examples include your mortgage, utilities, insurance, groceries, and transportation.  

 

• The 30% bucket is for your variable expenses which are typically non-essential. 

Think of this money as your “night on the town” money - which some would argue is 

essential. Examples include vacations, dining out, subscriptions, leisure activities (i.e. 

golf), and other various forms of entertainment.  

 

• The 20% bucket is where you focus on building your net worth and becoming 

financially fit. This is the amount that you need to be allocating towards savings and 

future expense goals like retirement. If you have accumulated a significant amount of 

unsecured debt such as credit card or student loan debt, then utilizing this cash bucket 

to pay those off should also be a priority. Examples in this category include savings 

for an emergency fund (3-12 months expenses recommended), savings through a 
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retirement account such as a 401(k) (make sure to take advantage of any company 

match available), or paying off high interest unsecured debt (as mentioned above). 

  

If you feel like you are diligent with your money, then you may only need to crunch your 

numbers a few times a year to make sure you’re on track with your budget. Start by adding 

up your fixed expenses and savings buckets as these are easier to track. Variable expenses 

tend to change the most which can make it a difficult bucket to add up month over month.  

Capturing Cash Flow  

Do you feel like you live well beneath your means or just embrace the word frugal? Let’s 

assume that you have your expenses in check and a decent emergency savings built up. 

You’ve automated your retirement savings to take advantage of your company match and set 

up monthly bill pay(s) on your fixed expenses. You still find that you are accumulating cash 

in your checking account each month. Here is a short exercise to do which focuses on 

capturing excess cash flow and putting that money to work.  

Start by noting the balances of all your checking, savings, and credit card accounts at the end 

of a given month. Ideally, to make things easier you’ll have just one checking account that is 

your “working” checking account which all wage payments go into and all expenses come 

out of. Always remember to reduce what you have in your checking and savings by what is 

outstanding on your credit card because that money is already spent! Use this number as your 

baseline so the next month you can account for an increase or decrease in money saved. The 

goal is to take 15 minutes and repeat these steps each month to see how much you’ve 

hopefully saved. You’ll then have to decide on what to do with that money.  

Example: 
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In the example above, if you decide to leave the $754 in your savings account or don’t pull 

the money out of your checking then your baseline should increase to $14,754 so that the 

next month you can continue to track your progress.  

If you find you’ve come in under your baseline, then you’ve spent more than you’ve earned 

that month and you should ask yourself – why did this happen? Was there a large expense? 

Do you need to review your variable spending? Steps should be taken to understand what 

caused this and you should work to get back to or above your baseline for the next month.    

We’ve found this to be a tried and true exercise to help you stay on top of your monthly cash 

flow. Always remember to automate your retirement and goal savings first but don’t rely on 

this method as your sole means of saving. Feel free to reach out to our team at Old Port 

Advisors if you’d like some guidance with the process. 

OPA NEWS & COMMUNITY EVENTS         
 

OPA & MORE PANDEMIC PERSPECTIVES: 
 

As mentioned previously, this space is usually filled with the event calendars for a variety of 

the non-profit and cultural organizations that we as a firm, our employees, clients or 

colleagues are involved with. It’s through these events, annual or otherwise, that they further 

their fundraising efforts and support the ongoing delivery of their missions. 

 

Although not a complete listing of the events that are starting back up again, but a few that 

OPA is currently involved in are outlined below: 

 

Wayfinder Schools – Their inaugural “Finding Our Way Down East – Kittery to 

Calais is being held from Memorial Day to Labor Day and will feature a variety of virtual 

“races” tracing the School’s footprint on the coast of Maine. Additional information can be 

found at http://wayfinderschools.org/  

 

Portland Kids Duathlon - Is back in-person on July 25th at Payson Park in Portland. 

The goals for this race are to get kids active and outdoors, inspire families to get fit together, 

and support our local schools. The run, bike, run format of a duathlon is fun and 

approachable, a great race for non-swimmers and triathletes alike and all profits from this 

race are donated to the Foundation for Portland Public Schools. Additional information can 

be found at https://www.portlandkidsduathlon.com/ . 

 

Institute for Family Owned Business – The finale of IFOB’s “Women in Business – 

Wine & Nine” golf series welcomes men as well, and features a scramble and cookout, to be 

held on Tuesday September 7th at Nonesuch River Golf Club starting at 2:00 PM. Additional 

information can be found at:  https://fambusiness.org/event-3182006  

 

 Center For Grieving Children – Their annual “Swing Fore The Center” golf benefit 

will be held Tuesday September 14th at The Purpoodock Club in Cape Elizabeth. The Center 

for Grieving Children, based in Portland, serves more than 4,000 grieving children, teens, 

families, and young adults annually through peer support, outreach, and education. Since its 
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founding in 1987, the Center for Grieving Children has served more than 66,000 children, 

teens, and their families. Additional information can be found at 

http://www.cgcmaine.org/events/golf-tournament/  

 

 Hospice of Southern Maine – Their annual “Twilight in the Park” will once again be 

an in-person event to be held Saturday September 25th at 6:00 PM in Deering Oaks Park. As 

in the past, it will be featuring thousands of luminarias that are lit with the names of a loved 

one being remembered, or a special person being honored. Additional details and information 

can be found at https://www.hospiceofsouthernmaine.org/twilight.     

 

THE OPA TEAM: 

 

SHARON BUNKER , FPQPTM, CRPSR  - We are pleased to announce that Sharon has recently 

been elected to the Board of Directors of Portland Downtown, the 501c4 nonprofit that 

represents the business, cultural and residential community in the on-going development and 

management of downtown Portland. Additional information can be found at 

https://www.portlandmaine.com/  

 

Sharon has been with OPA since March of 2016, and lives in Gorham with her husband 

Dewey. 

 

. 
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